Transportation
Chargers for Electric Vehicles

Why Buy From KEMET?
KEMET is your seamless, integrated, single source for capacitance solutions worldwide. With 95% of possible dielectric solutions, global availability, on-time delivery, plus full custom design services. One world. One source. One KEMET.

Features & Benefits
• Custom or off-the-shelf solutions
• More than 50 years of automotive experience
• PPAP and AEC Q200 qualifications available
• ISO/TS 16949 certified factories
• Electrolytic capacitors specifically designed for very long life in demanding applications
• Broad range of power film and AC capacitors to suit any configuration and output power
• Standard and custom DC Link capacitors to meet any need

Customer Questions
• What is the main circuit operation voltage?
• What are the temperature requirements?
• Do you have any voltage spike requirements?
• Do you have any physical space limitations?
• What is the power output of the final unit?
• Do you build your power conversion system or outsource it?
• Do you require Automotive Grade or UL-certified capacitors?
• What is your expected annual volume?

For more information, samples and engineering kits, please visit us at www.kemet.com or call 1.877.myKEMET.